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Green growth
comes from below
The switch to a greener society is not just about cities and knowledge
workers. The old, East Jutlandic industrial town of Horsens is an
example of how ambitious, sustainable strategies can also come from
outside big cities.

Cities are the future. In 2050, nine out of ten Danes
will live in cities, and the majority of Denmark’s
population, 4.5 million, will live in the city regions of
Copenhagen/Malmø. The remaining population, 1.5
million Danes, will live in the city belt along the east
coast in central Jutland, from Randers in the north
to Kolding in the south. The cities will remain the
growth engines they are today, but rapid growth and
productivity will have become far more prominent in
these densely populated areas.
In the heart of this Jutlandic region, within
Horsens Fjord, lies the city of Horsens. In 2050 the
population of Horsens city will have grown by nearly
a quarter and will reach more than 65,000 inhabitants. These new inhabitants will not have come from
the area’s smaller towns, but will have moved from
rural areas in the north, such as Lemvig and the small
island of Læsø, and from Lolland and the islands in
the south, where the population is falling. Drastically.

This is the likely future scenario for Denmark and
Horsens according to a report about Denmark in
2050 prepared by Realdania and Monday Morning.
And it is by no means an unwelcome scenario for
Horsens and the surrounding towns. Horsens has
very high ambitions for growth: To create sustainable growth that takes into account climate and environment and also growth and jobs in companies
and clusters that manufacture for the green and
clean tech sectors. Horsens municipality and the
surrounding area have over 83,000 inhabitants, and
already boasts a number of companies specialising
in energy and sustainable technology.
EAST JUTLANDIC VENTURE
Horsens has a unique foundation from which to
achieve its ambitions. The Insero Fund, founded in
2008 from the merger of the two power suppliers Energi Horsens and NRGi Aarhus, boasts a fortune of

Horsens is located at the end of a 20 kilometer fjord.
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Map of Denmark with the
East Jutlandic belt –
Horsens at the centre.
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over DKK 700 million dedicated to creating growth
and increasing the development power of Horsens and
the surrounding areas through a unique combination
of venture, business and educational expansion.
The fund invests in entrepreneurship and ideas,
and has already helped create a number of small innovative companies, particularly within the energy and
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growth, from the bottom up and top down. Horsens
has set itself the target of becoming Denmark’s leading
competence centre within energy and green IT. And
by 2035, the city’s electricity and heat supply must
have switched entirely to renewable energy.
Horsens is thereby subscribing to the global
trend of managing the switch to a greener society and
innovation from the city. Local governments, company heads, energy and power suppliers, researchers,
passionate entrepreneurs and investors are setting
up sustainable initiatives without waiting for overall directives, chrome-plated climate agreements or
political targets. Cities only cover 1% of the earth’s
surface, but are inhabited by more than 50% of the
earth’s population and generate over 75% of the
world’s economic growth. A number of analyses in
recent years, such as the “Climate action in mega cities” conducted by city organisation C40, document
that while many governments hesitate to implement
specific action they invest and build the world’s cities sustainably every day. Horsens is a good example
of what a city can achieve when all the different city
players join forces and put some acceleration behind
the switch to sustainability.
Horsens has developed a unique collaboration
model between politicians, companies, research-

ers and civil society, which appears to accelerate the
switch to a sustainable economy. Through focused
and targeted effort, the city has in a relatively short
amount of time managed to make it onto the world
map with its electric car venture, now attracting international attention. The venture represents a larger
and multi-annual switch from the Horsens that was
once a downtrodden industrial city known for its
prison to a Horsens that is attractive, experiencing
population growth and a regular host of world-class
entertainment and music events.
This publication investigates and documents
how Horsens, like other smaller Danish towns such
as Frederikshavn and Sønderborg, has taken the
lead and is actively defining its role in the sustainable growth model. It further highlights the opportunities Horsens and the surrounding region has for
success during its comprehensive transformation
process towards a sustainable city of new companies,
cluster companies in the electric car industry, renewable energy, education and research. This publication
is sponsored by Insero, NRGi, VIA University College and the Horsens Municipality, that have contributed with ideas and back ground information during
the research process. The publication has been written solely by Monday Morning.

climate area through electric car company ECOmove.
In contrast to many other Danish cities and urban areas, Horsens has a strategy that reaches far into
the future. Instead of being just another link in the
chain of development and an appendix to cities such
as Aarhus, Horsens has actively decided to focus on
increasing, developing and stimulating sustainable
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Less energy –
more growth
Denmark is one of the world’s most energy efficient countries and
Horsens is one of the front running cities that has chosen to take the
lead in converting to a more sustainable economy. The Danish story of
decoupling energy use from economic growth is closely related to the
experiment Horsens has initiated.

Solar cells, wind turbines and many other types
of solutions will have to work together to make
Denmark independent of fossile fuels in 2050.
8

For many of the ministers and officials who have
flocked to Horsens for EU meetings from April to
June to discuss Europe’s future, one issue has been
central to the agenda: How can Europe simultaneously create economic growth, new jobs and more
welfare whilst reducing its dependence on CO2polluting fossil fuels, its resource consumption and
thereby its environmental impact?
The issue is important because scarce resources and an increasing dependence on importing fuels
to support the energy sector is a time bomb under
Europe’s economy. Imported fuels met 54 percent of
the 27 EU countries’ energy requirements in 2009.
Thus, the region’s dependence on imported energy
rose by approximately 10 percent in just 10 years. Today 84 percent of the EU countries’ oil consumption
is based on imports, as is 60 percent of its coal and
natural gas consumption.

Add to this oil prices soaring from around 20 dollars
per barrel at the turn of the millennium to over 100
dollars today and – according to the International
Energy Agency (IEA) – the prospect of even higher
oil prices in the coming decades, and it becomes clear
that converting to a more sustainable economy is not
only desirable, it’s strictly necessary. And it’s urgent!
The great switch to a sustainable economy requires
simultaneous and decisive action on two fronts: Energy consumption must be converted from CO2-generating fossil fuels to renewable energy sources that
can be used domestically in the EU. But in the short
term increasing the region’s energy efficiency will
make the greatest impact. The cheapest and cleanest
energy sources are the ones that aren’t being used.
It was the recognition of this, among other
things, at an informal meeting at the Forum Horsens cultural centre in mid-April that prompted EU’s
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Energy-conscious growth story
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Figure 1 Danmark has cracked the code for sustainable growth.
Source Danish Energy Agency.

energy ministers to agree to work on getting the EU’s
so-called Energy Efficiency Directive adopted before
Denmark’s EU presidency ends in late June. The Directive calls for the EU to increase its energy efficiency by 20 percent by 2020 (in comparison with 2005).
The EU Commission has estimated that it will save
the EU countries no less than 38 billion euro a year
in reduced energy-related expenses by 2020. At the
same time the conversion itself is estimated to create
400,000 new jobs and increase the EU’s GDP by as
much as 34 billion euro.
In other words, the benefits of this conversion are obvious. But they cannot be achieved just by
waving a magic wand – or by issuing a directive. It
will require extensive changes in behaviour and investments in energy efficiency in the industrial and
transport sectors as well as the housing sector. And
the conversion will demand significant sacrifices
from the industries that are greatly dependent on fossil fuels today. There is therefore likely to be a fierce
struggle over the directive’s final wording and objectives in the coming months.
In this context, there is a need to draw inspiration from the front-running regions and cities that
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last 20 years. Denmark currently uses less energy THE DANISH SECRET
per unit of GDP than most other EU countries and Denmark’s energy efficiency and cleantech success
is in turn better equipped against increases in en- has not come out of the blue. It is part of a wider
ergy prices. Energy efficiency in itself has also been story that tells how a blend of tough environmental
an engine of growth for the country. Companies that and energy taxes, a political vision to make Denmark
consume less energy increases their competitiveness energy self-sufficient, and close cooperation between
and ends up with less vulnerability to rising energy public authorities and scientific institutions, the
prices than their competitors.
business community and the
And a growing proportion of
wider population has created
the industry, both in Denmark
green growth.
Investments in energy
and abroad, is now living from
When the first oil crisis
selling energy efficient prod- efficiency measures redirect hit in the 1970s, many counucts or giving advice on entries were dependent on formoney otherwise spent
ergy efficiency measures.
eign oil. Denmark was one of
on energy costs, reduce
The cleantech sector
them. With its energy produchas clearly rooted itself as an emissions and uncertainty, tion based almost entirely on
integral and important part
imports, the effect of the crisis
and create jobs via the
of the Danish economy and
was devastating and brought
its exports. A new study conshort-term employment of the issues of energy security,
ducted by the Danish trade
independence and enlabor that is otherwise idle energy
organisation for engineers,
ergy efficiency to the top of the
during recession.
IDA, estimates that about
political agenda.
3,400 cleantech companies
Several policies were
currently exist in Denmark. These companies work employed. The North Sea was explored for oil rewith technologies that increase and improve the sources, support for alternative energy sources was
performance, productivity or effectiveness of the increased and investments in infrastructure and efproducts and services they sell, and decrease mate- ficiency were made.
rial and resource consumption, waste and pollution
The policies pursued by successive Danish
at the same time. The cleantech industry transcends governments were consistent over a long period. The
all other existing industries, but is particularly ver- les¬son for any country seeking to reduce its dependsatile within environmental, climate, energy and ence on fossil fuels is: It is crucial to secure a stable
transport technologies – precisely the areas within coalition to support a change in policy to one that
which the Horsens region is now concentrating on thinks long term and invests accordingly.
establishing international skills clusters.
By implementing policies that mandated enDenmark is currently the EU country within ergy efficiency in buildings, taxed delivered energy
the energy sector where energy-related technologies and subsidised energy efficiency measures, Denmark
constitute the largest share of its total exports. Den- had the same gross energy consumption in 2010 as it
mark’s export of energy technologies has increased did in 1980.
by 140 percent since 2000. In comparison, the EU15
Meanwhile, the energy mix over the past thirty
countries’ export of energy technologies increased by years has changed considerably. Adding renewable
almost 80 percent. Denmark exported energy tech- resources and natural gas to the grid instead of oil
nologies to the value of 63.4 billion kroner in 2011, and coal has slashed carbon emissions.
which represented 10.5 percent of its total exports.
The evidence from Denmark supports the case
This proportion is unique in a European context – that increased use of renewable energy and energy efthe average figure is 6.3 percent and no other country ficiency should be seen from a broader perspective –
reaches over 10 percent (see Figure 2).
one that highlights the potential of green jobs.

can demonstrate their experiences with energy efficiency and implementing renewable energy sources.
Horsens and Denmark are aiming to become front
runners in the imminent transition to a more resource efficient economy. Denmark is the country
that has managed to use the most wind energy in its
electricity system. The country has also worked systematically for decades on reducing all aspects of its
energy consumption from the production of energy
to its supply to its final usage. Denmark is therefore
seen as having one of the world’s most energy efficient societies.
LESS IS MORE
What is interesting about the Danish case, which is
the foundation for the conversion to green energy in
Horsens, is that Denmark, measured by the energy
consumed within its borders, has found a way to decouple its energy consumption from its economic
growth. Denmark’s energy consumption has not
grown for 30 years, despite an economic growth of
around 70 percent (see Figure 1).
This decoupling means that the energy intensity per
unit of GDP has fallen by almost 24 percent in the
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Energy technology as an engine of growth

De

HOMEMADE JOBS
FTE (Full time employee) jobs with a total payroll of
In the current economic situation, investment in en- 35 billion euro were created due to the energy effiergy efficiency offers governments a much-needed ciency savings of 44 billion euro from 1972-2006.
tool to avoid economic stagnation.
Countries preoccupied with job creation are TAKE ACTION
looking at green jobs as an environmentally and eco- The Danish experience suggests that countries and
nomically sustainable solution – as some green jobs companies taking strong early action to save energy
cannot be exported.
stand to benefit most due to the increasing certainty
Investments in energy efficiency measures re- of a market price on carbon and tightening of emisdirect money otherwise spent on energy costs, re- sion limits over time. The logic is that investments in
duce emissions and uncertainty, and create jobs via energy efficiency provide protection from politi¬cal
the short-term employment of labor that is otherwise and economic risks associated with relying on a limidle during recession.
ited suite of energy technologies and fuels often conWe have already seen energy efficiency pro- trolled by unstable regimes.
grams deployed as an important part of stimulus
The evidence comes not just from Denmark,
packages in Europe and the United States in the but from several countries that have built strong inearly stage of the great financial crisis. In the 2009 dustries by encouraging renewable energy and enU.S. stimulus bill, five percent of the 621 billion dol- ergy efficiency.
lar allocation was targeted at the renewable energy
Germany has offered a 20-year “feed-in” tariff
industry and 33 billion dollars of this was put into since 1990 and has subsidised rooftop and utilityenergy efficiency and smart grid technology. The in- scale photovoltaic (PV) installations since 1991. To
vestment in energy efficiency in particular has im- encourage their implementation, the government
mensely positive and immediprovided loans for PV instalate economic implications.
lation from 1995-2004. These
Programs such as buildpolicies made Germany the
ing retrofitting and making
world’s top market for solar
”Now it is important
houses more weatherproof are
installations.
that the support that the
labour intensive and require
During the first oil crises
on-site work that does not
in
the
1970s, Japan was comministers have shown
compete with cheaper overseas
pletely dependent on imported
the Presidency here in
labor. Efficiency programs can
energy. Today, solar-powered
create net employment that
Horsens is transferred to electricity in Japan is costwould otherwise stagnate durcompetitive with electricity
the negotiation table in
ing an economic downturn.
produced from coal. The solarEnergy efficiency ad- Brussels with a higher level industry operates without subvocates have highlighted the
sidy, and Japanese manufacof ambition.”
economic benefits of these
turers account for a substantial
Martin Lidegaard Lidegaard,
programs for years. One of the
share of the global PV market.
Climate and Energy Minister
most comprehensive studies
In Denmark, renewable
supporting the case is a study
energy and energy efficiency
of job creation in California by Dr. David Roland- investment have been strong drivers for economic
Holst. The study, which reviewed a 34-year period, development and employment while insulating the
suggests that the increase in disposable household economy from the volatility that stems from overreliincome stemming from energy savings can be re- ance on a few energy technologies. And Danish polisponsible for the creation of many jobs. Dr. Roland- ticians have recently signed a broad agreement on the
Holst’s findings show that about 1.5 million induced most ambitious energy plan for Denmark to date.

Figure 2 Energy technologies comprise an ever-increasing proportion of European exports, with Denmark being
an exemplary in this field.
Source Eurostat.

According to the plan Denmark’s energy system must
be completely free from fossil fuels by 2050, and 50
percent of Denmark’s electricity consumption is to be
provided by wind power as early as eight years from
now. Meanwhile, energy companies are being ordered
to reduce Denmark’s gross energy consumption by
another four percent by 2020 in comparison to 2006.
The energy plan has attracted attention internationally and is already establishing itself as a benchmark
for many other countries’ forthcoming transition to a
more sustainable economy.

But one thing is political declarations – another
practical approach. And this is something the international community is especially lacking, as Denmark’s Climate and Energy Minister Martin Lidegaard found after the fierce two-day tug of war on the
EU’s Energy Efficiency Directive in Horsens: ”Now it
is important that the support that the ministers have
shown the Presidency here in Horsens is transferred
to the negotiation table in Brussels with a higher level
of ambition.”
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The Horsens’ recipe
for green growth
A unique and connected ecosystem within green growth, business
development, entrepreneurship and education is under development
in Horsens. It will accelerate the switch to a new and sustainable
economy, where energy is saved and better exploited.

The world’s top racing cyclists competed in and
around Horsens when the city hosted the third
stage of the 2012 Giro d’Italia.
14

Horsens is a genuine story of a city with a strong will
to make a change. It is the story of a new innovative
cooperation model - where the municipality, the
business community, educational institutions and
citizens pull together in the same direction - can generate dramatic changes and results. Horsens is an inspiring story that should inspire other European cities and regions in terms of tackling the major change
processes they face, especially the necessary and universal switch to a greener and more sustainable economy. Horsens has developed a quite remarkable driving force for mobility and change, which has already
discarded its legacy of being a traditional industrial
town and placed the city firmly on the national and
international map.
That this East Jutlandic town, which core business is a butchers company and where residents’ level
of education is below the national average, was to cohost the Danish EU chairmanship with capital city
Copenhagen, could not have been foretold. It was a
role Horsens competed for against other large university towns such as Denmark’s second largest city
Aarhus, which lies just 40 km north of Horsens. The
winning formula was the close teamwork between
the city’s institutions and businesses, which convinced the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs that
this was a city where strength in numbers counted

for something and would therefore be a capable host
of international events.
Horsens has proved this point many times previously. The beginning of May saw the start gun for
the third stage of the world’s second largest cycle race,
Giro’d Italia quite extraordinarily being fired from
Horsens City Hall square. The remarkable transformation of the city’s closed state prison into a tourist
attraction, like Europe’s very own Alcatraz, is but another example. Horsens’ third change was its transformation from a grey industrial town to leading concert
venue, with world-class artists such as Bob Dylan, David Bowie, Elton John, Sir Paul McCartney, Madonna,
the Rolling Stones, AC/DC and U2 topping the bill.
It is this powerful transformation that in the
coming year will see Horsens become an international benchmark for sustainable development. As
with previous changes undergone by the region, the
foundation for change is narrow. Ambitious benchmarks have been set for Horsens, even if some of the
conditions are often harder than for other Jutlandic
towns. Horsens does not have a big university and research environment for green technology. Nor green
industrial growth engines, like neighbouring city
Aarhus, which has the world’s largest wind turbine
manufacturer Vestas, or north Jutlandic Bjerringbro,
which has the pump group, Grundfos, or the south-
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first used in Denmark by local district heating company Brædstrup Fjernvarme. Denmark’s Minister of
Climate and Energy Martin Lidegaard inaugurated
a drill hole store at the end of May, which is going
to store heat from summer to winter in what will be
Northern Europe’s biggest solar heating system in a
space totalling 18,600 square metres. See article page
40, “When sustainability is a hole in the ground”

ing, knowledge and business development in the
companies. A model, Mogens Vig Pedersen aptly describes as “The Insero Way”. Insero (formerly Energi
Horsens Fonden) is a very fitting name for the fund’s
activities. It is Latin and means “to inoculate” or “to
sow”. It is exactly how Mogens Vig Pedersen sees the
role of the fund in relation to the major transformation process experienced by Horsens on its journey
from black industrial town towards green front runTHE INSERO WAY
ner. “In short, it’s about the fact that growth and deThese remarkable projects mark only the start of the velopment don’t just happen by themselves. Someone
new green adventure Horsens has embarked on. Over has to lead the way, and in our region we have decidthe last four years the city
ed to take on the role,” says
has purposefully fine-tuned
Mogens Vig Pedersen.
its transformation process
Insero’s major
Insero’s business concept
to generate green growth.
strength in the green transIt has been achieved partly
formation of Horsens is that
is about supplementing
from the top on a political
the fund was born out of a
investments in entrepreneurs green mission, and with a
level, by setting long-term,
ambitious goals for sustain- and research and development large amounts of money beable town planning and reit. Insero was created
projects, with strong cluster, hind
gional climate, energy and
from a merger between two
network and educational
environment plans, and
east Jutlandic energy supplipartly from the bottom, by
ers: Energi Horsens a.m.b.a.
activities and thus boost
stimulating entrepreneurand NRGi in Aarhus. It was
fundraising, knowledge and a merger that initially put
ship, investments, education and research. The city’s
business development in the over DKK 700 million kromotivation is partly due to
ner into the fund’s bank accompanies.
a desire to be greener and
count, in the form of shares
partly due to wanting to
in national energy company
attract new tax payers, jobs and students and thus DONG. And as Mogens Vig Pedersen says: “From day
establish a creative, dynamic and financially more one everything we do has been about either saving ensustainable area.
ergy or finding better ways to exploit it.”
An important player in this new transforAnother important player in this transformation
mation is the investment fund Insero, which oper- is NRGi a.m.b.a, which supplies energy to members of
ates a unique combination of venture investment a co-operative society in both Horsens and Aarhus. As
and business and educational development. “We are an energy company, it is highly focussed on accelerattrying to create a connected ecosystem within edu- ing the transformation to sustainability. “Our aim is
cation and business development targeted at energy to run an energy business. Sustainable development
and IT, which as far as I know, doesn’t exist any- is the glue that holds our company together. We have
where else in the world,” says the fund’s Director, a vision to build an intelligent and sustainable energy
Mogens Vig Pedersen.
company, which contributes to providing society with
Insero’s business concept is about supplement- an infrastructure that supplies our product 24 hours a
ing investments in entrepreneurs and research and day,” says CEO of NRGi, Søren Sørensen. The compadevelopment projects, with strong cluster, network ny built a centre in Horsens that installs solutions for
and educational activities and thus boost fundrais- energy efficiency, sustainable energy, solar panels etc.

-

Prince Charles being introduced to the electric car Qbeak.

ern Danish isle of Als, which boasts the world’s largest manufacturer of radiator thermostats, Danfoss.
What Horsens does have, however, is a central
position in the East Jutland cluster for transport and
logistics with many companies within the sector located in Horsens. And especially, Horsens has the
power of teamwork and the will to transform itself
into a green and sustainable economy. In relatively
few years the city has generated some remarkable results, which are now placing Horsens on the international map, also within the green sector.
“We have put the changes into system,” says
newly appointed mayor of Horsens, Peter Sørensen
of the close local teamwork, which is the core of the
city’s switch to a sustainable development.
“Politicians, business people and other local players always have a common understanding of
where Horsens is going, and everyone knows what
their role is. The fact that we can attract rock stars, international cycle races and EU’s top politicians to the
city proves the system works,” says Peter Sørensen.
On Prince Charles’ and the Duchess of Cornwall Camilla’s official state visit to Denmark earlier
this spring, the trip took them from the Danish capi-

16

tal across to VIA University College in Horsens to see
some of the internationally renowned green projects
beginning to blossom on east Jutlandic soil. The royals visited also met with the people behind the Horsens company ECOmove, which has just been to London to accept the famous award from British analysts
Frost & Sullivan for “best investment opportunity
among start-ups in electric vehicles”. The company
is planning to put its first electric car on the market
this year and believes that Horsens will become the
centre for development of a billion kroner business
with hundreds of employees. In addition to the Frost
& Sullivan award, the new car has already attracted
international attention for its innovative use of lightweight materials, which have been praised with an
international environment and innovation award.
See article page 30 “New electric car venture in Horsens leaves Europe behind”
It was not by accident that the royals visited
VIA University College Campus in Horsens. It has
gained international recognition for its research into
geothermal technology. The educational centre has
developed a ground-breaking technology that uses
vertical drills to store energy. The technology was
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The company is highly committed to the development
of smart grid solutions, which will create the right
infrastructure for a more sustainable city. NRGi also
recently won a tender for Hedensted Municipality,
where they will be supplying intelligent street lighting
servicing, and within a few years switch street lighting
to highly effective LED lighting.
There are no direct connections between NRGi and
Insero day to day, but their activities mean they support one another. Fund regulations limit Insero to
only supporting and developing growth and green
activities in the Insero fund’s geographical area, the
region between the cities of Vejle, Horsens, Hedensted and Juelsminde. However, the plan is to seek entrepreneurs all over Denmark and abroad, providing
that prior to investment they set themselves up in a
way that connects them to the supply area.
In 2011 alone, Insero invested DKK 52 million in
companies, research, education and cultural projects
in the area. In just four years, the fund has grown into
a group with 11 companies in its portfolio. See box .
Investments include start-up company
ECOmove, which currently employs 10 people. Insero has also entered into a close partnership with VIA
University College about geothermal technology and
will, through newly established cluster company Insero Energy, help bring the technology to market.
THE CLUSTER MACHINE
The set up of clusters within targeted local strength
areas is the locomotive of Horsens´ future venture
into green growth. Insero is the locomotive operator,
while VIA University College, Horsens Municipality,
the town’s Business Council, energy companies and
the business community in general are the fuel. The
locomotive’s output is innovative clusters and a general switch to more sustainable technologies, production methods and town planning. And all players are
crucial in keeping the machine going.
At VIA University College, the director for the
technical-commercial courses, Konstantin Lassithiotakis, is keen for efforts to be focused on a few key
areas, as this will have greater impact. “Our strategy
is to build lighthouses. For us energy and construction is a lighthouse within knowledge development.
The resources we have for research and development
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INSERO BUSINESS INVESTMENTS
MUNIN SPOT TECHNOLOGY

New investment: Start-up with offices in VBI
Park, which developed technology to track
objects that have disappeared.

ECOMOVE

Follow-up investment to enable entrepreneurs
to complete the development of their environmentally friendly Qbeak car and to start sales.

ECTUNES

Follow-up investment to enable entrepreneurs
to complete their technology, which makes intelligent sounds for electric cars, and to start selling.

EMAZYS

Emazys Technologies ApS is a startup that
works with novel solutions for solar cell monitoring as well as other Energy material Zystems.

TEGNOLOGY

New investment: Hedensted-based entrepreneur with patented technology, which can convert lost heat into power and thereby reduce
energy consumption.

DSE AIRPORT SOLUTIONS

New investment: Investment in local company
with specialist IT skills. The investment mark the
launch of an IT cluster in the local area.

INSERO BUSINESS SERVICES

New investment: Set up of consultancy firm
that helps companies in IT and energy to create
development and growth through e.g. development projects, fundraising etc.

INSERO ENERGY

New investment: Set up of a cluster company
that focuses on new knowledge and business
within exploitation of the earth’s energy in the
overall renewable energy-based energy system.

AC SUN

Follow-up investment for further developing
technology.

A series of concerts with high profile artists such
as Madonna, Paul McCartney, Rolling Stones,
Bob Dylan and U2 (picture) have established
Horsens as a place for spectacular events.
HORSENS — THE POWER TO GROW
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improve conditions in local society to make Horsens
an attractive place to run a business, through investment in education, sport and culture. See figure 1

Figure 1
Mapping out the “The
Insero way” - a businessmodel for generating
growth and promoting
sustainable development
in the Horsens area.

are limited and we must therefore prioritise our efforts,” he says.
Lassithiotakis believes that it is crucial to be
able to work across academic specialisations if Horsens is to succeed at creating a more sustainable city.
“A social task cannot be solved by only one academic area. If, for example, we have to renovate houses, putting engineers on the job won’t be enough. You
also need architects, engineers and someone looking
at social relations. This applies to a lot of projects.
From our part our strategic focus is to provide students with cross-functional skills. We call them Tshaped, as they have a standpoint that requires both
profound subject knowledge and the need to be able
to communicate with other subject areas.”
An awareness of the latter point is possibly the
region’s biggest strength and the secret behind the
successes Horsens can already notch up as a centre
for major cultural events. As Horsens municipal
director Niels Aalund says: “Our town is special because we have strength in numbers. We can get sectors to work together so that everyone pulls in the
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same direction and contributing to development.”
In order to get the most out of the cluster
machine and set its course towards the fund’s green
vision, Insero conducted a comprehensive analysis of
the local area’s existing business and research environment. The analysis showed that the region faces
clear challenges such as their below par education
compared to other regions, and the high specialisation in manufacturing, which is under increasing
pressure from international competition. However,
it also highlighted some clear positions of strength
in energy and IT with enormous growth potential,
which could be better used by exploiting the manufacturing skills and the professional international
education environment within science, technology
and trade available at VIA University College.
The analysis led Insero to appoint five niche
areas within energy and communication technology,
which the fund would invest in and develop clusters
for. These areas are electric cars, geo energy, IT in energy, energy and construction and renewable energy.
An important part of Insero’s business model is to

potential of the many investment, educational and
innovation activities will typically only manifest
themselves in years to come. Insero has therefore set
a benchmark for Horsens to become Denmark’s leading technical skills centre within energy and green
IT. The aim is for investments totalling several billion kroner to have been made into the partner circles
surrounding Insero by 2020, and that the associated
partner companies create knowledge workers within
energy, communication and technology. Insero is expecting to nurture approx. 25 potential growth companies. It also expects at least three companies to exit
a year, while approx. four new companies enter.

DENMARK’S STRONGEST SKILL CENTRE
The cluster machine has already started to bear fruit.
After just four years since its foundation, Insero has
invested in three cluster companies: Insero E-mobility,
whose target is to function as an information hub for
both local electric car activity and for all those in Denmark involved in electric cars in general, DSE Airport
Solutions, which is the heart of Insero’s IT venture and
which will develop and exploit the area’s IT skills across
the airport and energy sector, and Insero Energy.
In Energy and Construction, Insero has invest- GREEN GROWTH, REGION’S COMMON THREAD
ed in the ground-breaking low energy class 1 house To an outsider, the fund’s growth might sound a litin the form of Vitus Bering Innovation Park, home to tle ambitious. However, the fund has the full backboth entrepreneurs and education. In addition, a new ing from the municipality’s politicians, educational
centre for green technology with associated demo- institutions and business community.
park, Green Tech Center, is expected to complete in
Not forgetting the strong will to ensure green
2012. Within renewable energy the fund has invested growth is the area’s biggest internal resource. “The
in two start-ups that work with solar power and heat. criteria for success is the will that exists to implement
Insero has also focused its efforts on raising it. Horsens has this in abundance. And once you have
the level of education in the rethe bit between your teeth you do
gion, and in particular, on getall you can to succeed,” says Moting young people interested
gens Vig Pedersen.
Insero has also focused
in technology and science, the
Many of the focus arbackbone of the very activities
eas
defined
by Insero, such as
its efforts on raising
the fund invests in. This has been
the electric car venture, energy
the level of education efficient construction and geo
achieved through scholarships
and talent networks for sixth
in the region, and in energy, form part of the overall
form students as well as the opplans for the area’s enparticular, on getting municipal
eration of special “mobile labs”
vironment, energy and business
such as “Explore the energy of young people interested development. “For many years
the future” and “Innovation and
we have had a close partnership
in technology and
Entrepreneurship”, which have
with the municipality, business
science.
visited all the local schools and
and educational organisations for
educational institutions. Targetthe development of the business
ed courses and networking activities for companies strategy. So it is appropriate to involve input from
within energy renovation and innovation have also strong institutions such as Insero and VIA University
taken place. The fund has sponsored a total of no less College in the future strategy,” says Director of Horsthan 240 educational, sporting and cultural projects ens Business Council, Torben Busk.
in its until now brief lifespan.
The municipality currently has an overall
Insero can also document that the fund’s in- target of generating “sustainable growth through
vestments have generated 37 new local jobs,1 busi- creativity and innovation”. To this purpose a speness post doctorate and 5 PhD roles. The full growth cial Climate Council has been set up to unite the

-
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Save 90% energy

New and revolutionary
aircon-technology
Powered by AC-Sun

AC-Sun’s technology turns solar heat into aircon-systems
with a minimal use of electrical power.

2
The air conditioner is powered by
solar heated water, water heated by
surplus energy or district heating.

1
Electrical power
consumption is
only 10% of a
conventional system.

Local primary school pupils visiting the company Glud & Marstrand as a part of Projekt Samspil (Project Interplay). The initiative is
supported by Insero and aims to promote interaction between local schools and businesses.

city council, municipality, business organisation,
educational institutions, supply companies, environment organisations and of course the Insero fund to
discuss climate and business strategies. The Climate
Council and Horsens Business Council have set up a
joint task force to inspire companies in the local area
to create green profitable projects. Furthermore, the
municipality’s new business strategy states that “We
need to work further on supporting green growth in
companies in Horsens’ Municipality”. The Climate
Council has also contributed to the Municipality
pushing a new and ambitious climate plan out on the
streets with the clear message that the Municipality’s
CO2 emissions must be reduced by 3 percent annually by 2020 and that the electricity and heat supply
must be fully switched to renewable energy by 2035.
The municipality and Insero are also in close discussion about the roll out of electric cars in the region.
“The new driver for the municipality’s development is quite simply sustainability and green
growth. This is the main feature of all that we do.
And that is why I believe that the potential to develop Horsens into a green knowledge centre is huge,”

says Torben Busk.
Horsens Municipality recently set up its own permanent sustainability committee, which will be working
on an ongoing basis with action plans and strategies
for the municipality’s overall work on sustainability.
The committee will work closely with the Climate
Council and thereby also Insero and its support base.
The committee is lucky to count City Councillor Ulrik Kragh as its member. He is also chairman of the
board for Insero, board member for energy company
NRGi, is also on the Climate Council and is part of
the new green taskforce. “Sustainability has long
been a smouldering skill in the region in the light
of the energy companies’ focus on energy efficiency.
We used to help companies improve competition
through traditional energy savings. Now it is about
developing competitive advantage through more sustainable products,” says Ulrik Kragh.
In honour of the city playing host to the
Danish EU chairmanship, the municipality has also
prepared a sustainability catalogue profiling the municipality’s many sustainability initiatives, many of
which are currently blossoming.
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No chemical cooling media such
as CFC/HCFC or others is used
– only water.

7

Driving
circuit

The cost is comparable
to conventional systems.

3

Shaft

2

According to The
FORCE Institute the
AC-Suns technology
will save 94% on CO2
emission compared to
an average conventional
aircondition unit.
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1

4

3

Cooling
circuit

6

The heart of AC-Sun’s technology is driven by
highly efficient turbines using a minimum of electric energy. The turbines are powered by steam,
generated either by thermal solar panels, district
heating, waste heat from a large engine or waste
heat from an industrial process. Water is the only
cooling media in the system.
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Buffer tank
Turbine (compressor)
Heat exchanger

2
5

Turbine (Expander)
Condensor

3
6

Condensor
Evaporator

Read more at
www.ac-sun.com

Our technology is protected by two international patents and
the development has been supported by the EUDP program.

Features:

A heavy legacy
In just a few decades the city of Horsens has undergone a staggering
transformation from stagnating town to front runner city with an ever
growing population. The leisure and entertainment economy has been
an important instigator of change, while Horsens continues to focus on
creating a sustainable base for manufacturing companies.

Ministers from 27 EU member states met in
Horsens on several occasions to negotiate
and develop EU policies during the Danish
EU presidency in 2012.
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Thirty years ago no one would have imagined that
Horsens would one day become a front runner in the
switch to a sustainable economy, or become one of
Denmark’s cities to experience the fastest population
growth. Neither would anyone have believed that in
2012, Horsens together with the Danish capital Copenhagen would play host to meetings, negotiations
and events between politicians under Denmark’s EU
chairmanship. Back in the mid 1980s, Horsens was
a town marked by stagnation, a town people moved
away from rather than to. “The town and surrounding district was hit by a common, psychological inferiority complex, which took hold through the years
and was clearly still visible towards the end of the
80s,” remembers Business Manager for Horsens Municipality Torben Busk.
The state prison, which Horsens had once
fought for, was a dark and sinister symbol of the
town. It was a constant reminder of crime, lack of

growth, education and future vision. And it was
the only thing outsiders associated with the town. It
was a different world compared to university town
Aarhus, just 40 kilometres from Horsens, a difference that became a major problem for the citizens of
Horsens. The town was losing the battle for new taxpayers, educational institutions, new companies and
jobs, which is why in 1984 the city council decided
to add marketing to their budget. This decision was
partly a response to requests from company managers who found it hard to attract enough applicants to
management positions, a clear sign that newly employed managers did not want to live in the town.
Horsens employed a PR man and signed a contract
with a marketing company. A comprehensive and
very professional campaign was put together entitled
“The blossoming Horsens”, which armed with the
message “Horsens isn’t what it used to be”, aimed to
attract new companies to town. A presentation video
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Traditionally a city strong on crafts and production, Horsens is now working hard to strengthen its research and development capabilites.
Pictures used with permission from www.horsensbilleder.dk

The former state prison in Horsens has been transformed into a unique tourist attration making it the “Alcatraz” of Europe.

was made, music was composed and a large folder
brimming with offers from the town was prepared. In
1987 a major advertising campaign launched in Copenhagen. Cuts finally closed the project in 1989. And
the campaign was deemed unsuccessful.
“People outside the town and municipality listened to the message, but the residents of Horsens
didn’t buy it. They were negative about it and could
see neither blossoming or development in the town,”
says Business Manager Torben Busk.
The 1990s were however a turning point for
the municipality. The town hosted a number of major events, which had grown from the roots and were
to large extent organised by local volunteers. They
included national competitions, the town’s jubilee,
a regular annual children’s theatre festival and the
festival of the Middle Ages, which is now one of Denmark’s biggest and a permanent feature of the annual
events calendar.

“The Horsens residents have a very ambivalent relationship with the prison, but this depends on the
generation. Older people want to see it abolished, and
would rather not talk about it, while the younger generation see it as a great venue for concerts and events,”
says Christoffer Jensen, historian and museum inspector at Denmark’s Museum of Industry in Horsens.
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In 1992, the City Council put 3.1 million kroner into
business-promoting activities, of which 800,000 were
earmarked for marketing. A large sum of money for a
municipality of just 73,000 inhabitants. The focus was
on culture and turning Horsens into the city with the
bay, the city of experiences, the city of the future.
In 1996, the number of residents began to rise,
and 10 years later Horsens was among the three municipalities in Denmark with the biggest population
growth.
In the last decade, Horsens has become known
for its concerts featuring big international names such
as Bob Dylan, David Bowie, Rolling Stones and Madonna, and is something Horsians and local decision
makers like to highlight in terms of what the town is
good at. The Horsens state prison was moved out of
town in 2006 and the old building is now home to concerts, crime fairs and a ‘living’ and ‘experience-rich’
prison museum.

THE FIGHT FOR COMPETITION
Under the leadership of mayor Peter Sørensen, the
city council still views cultural branding and experiences as important strategies for attracting new
citizens to the town. However a strong focus is also
maintained on entrepreneurship, innovation, skills
and knowledge, although the city still has a way to go
in the knowledge department.
Horsens’ inhabitants and the area’s companies
lack better education. The level of education is somewhat lower than the national average, and lower than

even the surrounding areas of East Jutland.
“It is a legacy from the traditional industrial
town, and one we are working purposefully to eradicate,” says town mayor Peter Sørensen.
“The heavy iron and metal industries were our
core activity,” says Business Manager Torben Busk.
“But we can’t live off drilling holes and bending metal plates. And I don’t want to boast, but the development in education is moving in the right direction,”
he confirms. In 10 years, the share of citizens with a
further education has grown from 5.5 percent, while
the share on a national scale has grown 6.2 percent,
so even if it is moving forwards in Horsens, it remains inferior to the national growth.
There is also a trend for innovation and entrepreneurship to go hand in hand with production.
The ones turning the screws are often the ones that
have the great ideas, or help get them. It is both
fruitful and useful to start with what you are best at
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Denmark’s industrial development is closely connected to farming. Denmark is and was rich in
smiths and the vocationally skilled who excelled
at working with iron and metal, producing tools for
use with soil and livestock. In the mid 1800s, the
growing number of village smiths moved to the city
and the craft slowly shifted towards iron foundries.
This required buildings and tools, and an entrepreneur with good ideas and good skills would often
join forces with visionary, wealthy grocers keen to
invest.
And when this worked well, the iron foundry became a machine manufacturer producing advanced
materials and machinery. It grew into an industry
and industrial production. This is the picture of development in Danish towns, and also in Horsens.
Each town also had a number of local centres of
gravity. At the end of the 1880s, Denmark’s first
co-operative butcher was inaugurated in Horsens,
and formed the foundation of a tinned foods factory, several smaller butchers in the region and
smaller sub-contractors emerged around the big

butchers. Horsens is still a butchers’ town, where
the main butcher is now part of the Danish Crown
organisation. Another local attraction and centre of
gravity of major significance to Horsens is the state
prison. In the 1840s, the Danish state wanted to
build a new prison, and competition for it between
the large, well-functioning cities was fierce.
A prison would create jobs and, and soon to be
proven, cheap labour. Horsens won, and the city
jail, later known as the State Prison, was built in
Horsens in 1853. Prisoners made wool, sewed materials and clothes and made buttons and accessories for the prison company.
The prison also had buildings and employees
outside the prison. Until 1929, Crome & Goldsmith
was the leading company in the town but ceased
once Wall Street crashed and the depression hit
Denmark. Horsens was an industrial town, a worker town and the 1930s depression hit the manufacturing companies hard. It took Horsens several
decades to get away with the psychological inferiority complex, that conquered the minds of Horsensians after the big depression, but today the city
finally have transformed itself to become a more
modern city with a positive view upon the future

and in the business or industry
past to get a perspective of the
that already exists in your local
present. See textbox
town or area.
”An area with many proAn area with many
“We must remember the
duction companies provides an
knowledge and professionproduction companies opportunity for production-orial expertise that is unique to
research, and production
provides an opportunity ented
Horsens,”says Christoffer Jensen
helps drive innovation. Industry
of Denmark’s Museum for Inis closely linked to innovation,
for productiondustry in Horsens. The museum
is often from production that
oriented research, and itcreativity
is one of the few research instituemerges. So we should
production helps drive be proud of our industry and
tions in the town, and Christoffer Jensen has together with the
manufacturing companies, and
innovation.
University of Southern Denmark
we can support it by articulating
written a PHD about globalisait. The combination of production in industrial society from the mid 1970s to pre- tion and research or innovation will now become of
sent date. He is incorporating local development into major value to the area, and we must not forget or
the overall history and drawing threads from the deny our past and ability,” says Christoffer Jensen.

-
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viauc.com

Great ideas often
demand new angles
Radical ideas are based on new
knowledge
VIA creates new practice-oriented knowledge, which
can be an important element in your company’s development of new products, processes and new markets.
You can get guidance and counselling on a consultancy
basis, or we can jointly, and gladly through lager consortiums, search for regionally and nationally financed
project opportunities.
An internship or a student project based on a specific
challenge with a Danish or an international student is
also a way of building bridges between new knowledge
and specific challenges.
Contact: Lars Mønsted Nielsen
tel.: +45 8755 4019 / mail: lni@viauc.dk

VIA University College invites your
company to collaborate within the following areas:
•

•

•
•

Energy and construction
Integrated energy solutions
Geothermal heat and energy storage in the ground
Companies’ globalisation processes
New international markets and sustainable
business models
Value chain management and sourcing
Intercultural communication and language
Welfare technology
Laboratory facilities – new technology for the
development of prototypes.

Your future – our ambition

VIA University College is Denmark’s third largest institution of higher education with its 17,000 students, 2,100 employees, 18 research
centres and 35 study programmes. The technology and business programmes at VIA have been developed in close collaboration with the
business community and are aimed towards a wide range of professions.
03949

THE RISE AND FALL OF
INDUSTRIALISM

The electric car Qbeak made by the company ECOmove has been developed with
financial support from Insero.

New electric car
venture in Horsens
leaves Europe
behind

A new flexible concept for electric cars developed in Horsens attracts
great international interest. It is a living example of the city’s plans to
become a test base for the development of new sustainable business
models.

A new innovative light-weight car is about to revolutionise the European car market. It has been designed to carry up to 6 people, drive up to 300 km
from one charge, and to use up to 15 percent less
power than conventional European cars. It will also
be around 15 percent cheaper and contains up to 80%
less parts than other new electric car concepts in the
European technology pipeline. This makes it more
flexible, operationally safe and easier to maintain.
(See box 1) And it has convinced well-known British
analysts Frost & Sullivan to present the development
company behind the car, Horsens-based ECOmove,
with the award for “Europe’s best investment opportunity among start-ups within electric vehicles.”
The award, presented at a ceremony in
London in May, represents a major international
recognition for the team behind the just 3 year-old
and currently ten man company ECOmove. However, the award also recognizes Horsens´ venture

to create an innovative cluster environment for the
development of new electric car and e-mobility concepts. In 2009 Insero invested in Ecomove and it has
paved the way for ECOmove’s rapid development
and is why the company can already this year put
its first electric cars on the road. “There is no doubt
that most of the honour of this award goes to to the
investments, the environment and the network we
have been able to draw upon as part of the Inseros
cluster venture,” says Mogens Løkke, Director of
ECOmove. He sees the new award as the perfect
start to achieving ECOmove’s remarkable ambition
of reaching a billion kroner turnover in just 3-4 years
and, not least, Horsens´ vision to establish itself as a
leading international competence centre in electric
cars. “The cluster concept provides a synergy effect.
So you could say that while our success has stemmed
from the cluster, it will also help strengthen it further,” says Mogens Løkke.
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The timing of the Frost & Sullivan award is therefore
perfect. Insero´s electric car cluster concept has after three years found its voice, and with the official
launch of the “Insero E-mobility” company at the
end of the year, is now really beginning to accelerate.
And next year, ECOmove will be ready to launch its
new electric car QBEAK in Denmark and in European markets. It is hard to imagine a stronger sales
and investor argument than an impartial report
from Frost & Sullivan, which assessed ECOmove as
being the strongest investment product currently in
the European arena of electric car development.
When explaining the reason for the award, Frost
& Sullivan claimed that ECOmove had the “right mix
of attitude and innovation”. And the analysts give the
company top marks in five areas, all of which were
considered of crucial importance compared to the
competition and the future’s rapidly growing market
for electric cars. These areas were: “The company’s
management experience and expertise”, “business
concept’s sustainable competitive advantages,”, “concept for service and maintenance”, “company’s plans
for market growth and positioning”, and “the ability
to differentiate itself in the market”.
This big pat on the back strengthens the belief
that the company can achieve its ambitious growth
plans and thus contribute to putting Horsens on the
national map in terms of the city’s venture areas.
More specifically, ECOmove’s new car is due to be
tested on Danish roads already this year. Horsens,
Hedensted and Copenhagen’s municipalities have
entered agreements about taking up to 20 cars. And
in 2013, QBEAK will launch in Sweden, Germany,
the UK and France. The aim is to scale the sale of
cars to over 10,000 cars in 2015, 20,000 in 2016 and
25,000 in 2017. With a starting price of around DKK
150,000, this equals a turnover in the billions in just
3 years. And the plan is to extend the head office in
Horsens to over 100 employees in the same period.
HORSENS A LIVING LABORATORY
The ambitious growth visions are shared by the Insero Fund, which has invested over DKK 13 million
in ECOmove and is currently the company’s biggest
investor with an equity share of 40 percent. “ECOmove has developed a very promising concept for the
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sale of electric cars and electric car components. It is
a very attractive market. And we have huge expectations of both ECOmove and our other investments in
the cluster, and in the electric car projects and activities,” says Director of Insero, Mogens Vig Pedersen.
It will also be a joint effort from both the Insero fund and the network surrounding the so-called
e-mobility cluster to ensure visions are achieved. A
number of challenges still remain to be solved, such as
expensive tests and approvals, developing and setting
up supply chains, production and fitting facilities etc.
The idea is for component production to be sourced
locally, while cars are assembled at assembly factories
close to the markets they are sold in. The plan is to develop a standardised concept for assembly factories in
Horsens, which would also be the location of the head
office, development and design. It will require further
investment and new skills to achieve, an area where
the cluster is of particular value.
ECOmove therefore finds itself right in the
“eye of the storm”. The company is located in the new
Vitus Bering Innovation Park owned by Insero (35
percent.) and VIA University College (65 percent).
Such a location provides a close contact surface with
the international scientific environment of VIA University College’s Horsens Campus, and with the 10
other companies in the Insero E-mobility cluster.
See box 2
It also provides Insero and VIA University
College, Horsens Municipality, the Trade Council and
energy supplier NRGi with an expanded cluster effect,
which further strengthens the development opportunities for electric cars in the area. All parties are for
example involved in the Prøv1elbil - Give an elcar a go
- where 100 families get a chance to test an electric car
over a period of three years. The aim of the project is
partly to give citizens a chance to get to know the new,
green mode of transport, but also to a large extent to
gather knowledge and inspiration about how to adjust
electric cars to suit citizens’ day to day lives.
In one way, the Prøv1elbil functions as a sort
of “living lab”, where the cluster’s companies can test
new technologies and ideas and where the municipality and NRGi can investigate what the emergence of
electric cars will mean in terms of challenges and opportunities for infrastructure and the national grid.

“As an energy company, it is particularly interesting
for us to understand how electric cars can work together with the future national grid,” says Søren Sørensen, CEO of NRGi. The set up of the smart grids
are of crucial importance to the emergence of electric
cars and are an area that NRGi will play an important role in to further development of Horsens as a
development centre for new integrated transport and
electricity infrastructure concepts. The energy supplier has assembled its infrastructure and smart grid
skills into one department in Horsens with ambitious
plans to develop a sustainable, intelligent grid in its
supply area.
INTERNATIONAL AMBITIONS
Insero’s “E-mobility” venture is about more than
just electric cars and local development projects. It is
about “Electric mobility” in general, which also comprises electric bikes, trains, busses, ferries etc. And it
is about acting internationally. “It is great to be creating a local industry, but the majority of the market is
abroad. The same applies to our partners in technology and knowledge, who will help support the local
business development and thereby achieve the vision
of Horsens becoming a leading cluster within electric
mobility,” says Karsten Lumbye Jensen, Director of
Insero E-Mobility.
The cluster company is, as other Insero activities, there to support the development in Energi
Horsens’ old supply area, but with a global focus. The
company works systematically on setting up partnerships with foreign knowledge centres, attracting foreign investment to the area, and in some cases solving
problems for other parts of the world. “We are currently working on projects in both Vienna and Zurich,” says Karsten Lumbye Jensen.
Electric cars are for now Insero E-mobility’s greatest focus area, and will also continue to
be the cluster company’s core activity. However, the
company has started to explore opportunities in
other electric transport. A preliminary analysis is
currently looking at the opportunities and perspectives of making small ferries electric. Insero E-mobility has also, based on the positive experience of
the Prøv1elbil project, launched a Prøv1elcykel -Try
an electric bike - project together with Hedensted

1.
FACTS ABOUT THE QBEAK
ELECTRIC CAR
QBEAK is a three metre long, handy city car,
designed to suit the needs of both private and
professional individuals
The car has 1-6 removable seats and can be
designed to have a large boot
Getting in and out of the car is easy thanks to
wide doors that open electrically
The driver is placed in the centre of the car,
which means you can get in and out either side
The electric car’s bodywork is made of noncorrosive, transparent materials such as plastic,
foam and aluminium. This gives it durability and
a weight of 400-600 kg.
The electric car is flexible in terms of design and
appearance. For example, the driver can choose
to regularly change the colour of the car.
The car is currently planned to drive with the
help of batteries, but has been flexibly designed
to use other energy sources such as methanol
and hydrogen fuel cells.
The electric car’s batteries are placed in modules in the chassis, 1-6 modules with a total
distance of up to 300 km.
ECOmove ApS, which is behind QBEAK, has a
patent for the car’s special wheel fixtures. The
wheel is different to traditional fixtures by being
made from composite materials, which make
the wheel lighter and more durable with fewer
removable parts.
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2.
HORSENS’ ELECTRIC CAR CLUSTER
MEMBER COMPANIES
CLEARDRIVE

The Qbeak electric car has seating for up to 6 people and runs 300 kilometers on a single charge.

Municipality. The project will clarify to what extent electric bikes can be used to supplement public
transport in rural areas.
GLOBAL AWARENESS
Frost & Sullivan’s award is an example of how the
cluster venture and the close collaboration between
the many players in the Horsen’s area has begun to
create awareness beyond Danish borders. Another
example is that one of the world’s largest companies
within the so-called Vehicle-to-Grid, V2G Company
has developed a ground-breaking technology that
connects electric cars and the grid together in an intelligent network thus enabling car owners to earn
money from relieving the grid at peak times. See box 4
Nuvve spotted the opportunities in Denmark, in particular Horsens, via the “Invest in Denmark” department in Silicon Valley, which profiles
Denmark as a pioneering country within green energy. Meanwhile Insero immediately spotted the opportunities in the company and quickly showed interest in investing in Nuvve.
“It has been of major significance that Nuvve
wants to place its European head office in Horsens,”
says investment adviser from Invest in Denmark in
Silicon Valley, Anita Kjøller Nielsen. She highlights
that Nuvve has already benefitted from the network
that Insero’s cluster has given them access to, and is
working on several fronts to enter formalised projects.
Insero, NRGi and Nuvve are, for instance, working
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together to develop a project on how electric cars can
be used to relieve the national grid via intelligent radial control. Nuvve and ECOmove are also working
to unite their ground-breaking technologies.
Nuvve’s forthcoming set-up in Horsens will
bring the goal of turning the area into an international
competence centre for “e-mobility” ever closer. The Silicon Valley company’s own expectations are within the
next 8-10 years to create 150 new jobs in Denmark, distributed between development and operational companies in Horsens and a sales office in Copenhagen.
Hence the Horsens cluster is not just a local
development project, but a growing engine for Denmark’s national ambitions within green technology.
And it is recognised by many of Denmark’s other
green front-running initiatives. “There is no doubt
that Horsens is beginning to develop into a competence centre of national significance within the electric car market,” says Anders Troi, programme manager for Risø DTU’s new independent test centre for
electric car infrastructure Nordic EV Interoperability Center and one of Denmark’s leading researchers
in the field of intelligent energy systems. Or as the
head of Dansk Elbil Alliance, a national industry cooperation under Dansk Energi, Lærke Flader says:
“Horsens is relying on the strengths we must live off
in the future.” She is surprised at how “impressively
fast” the area has established itself as a national skills
centre within electric car technology. “This is an initiative Denmark gains on in general,” she says.

Cleardrive is a company that specialises in supplying knowledge about electric cars, IT and online
services, testing and analysis, concept and product development and project management. Their
team is highly experienced in electric cars, experience economics, product development, logistics
and IT in major Danish and international companies. Cleardrive aims to make it easier and cheaper
to use electric cars for commuting, taxi driving and
shared cars.
See more on www.cleardrive.dk

ECOMOVE

ECOmove manufactures electric cars and aims to
produce and supply functional cars that respect
the environment and safety. The company was
founded in 2009 and is part-owned by Insero and
Østjysk Innovation, and partly by the founders and
employees. Founders Mikkel Steen Pedersen and
Lone Stubdrup have previously experimented with
the fusion of mechanics and electronics in the
company Roadrazer, which created solar panel and
formula cars.
See more on www.ecomove.dk

ECTUNES

ECTUNES specialises in the design and manufacture of sound systems for electric cars. These are
first and foremost innovative security systems,
where pedestrians and cyclists are warned about
the electric car’s presence in the traffic. The security system is based on directional sound, and does
therefore not present a noise issue for other people in traffic. A voluntary internal solution ensures
that the driver still hears classic driving sounds.
See more on www.ectunes.com

INSERO

Insero invests in companies, entrepreneurs, education and other projects within sustainable inno
vation, energy and communication technology to
strengthen the business community in the area between Horsens, Vejle and Juelsminde.
Insero is a self-owned fund. The fund was founded
in 2008 as a result of a merger between the former
power supplier Energi Horsens and NRGi in Aarhus.
See more on www.insero.dk

LITHIUM BALANCE

Lithium Balance is a leading supplier of battery
systems for managing Li-Ion batteries. Since 2006,
Lithium Balance has supplied hundreds of systems
for both the car and industrial applications. The
company’s focus is on supplying flexible, safe and
cost-effective battery management with the use
of the Li-Ion battery technology. The company’s
expertise is based on experience from real life
implementation of battery management solutions
around the world and a close collaboration with
OEMs, battery manufacturers and end customers.
See more on www.lithiumbalance.com

LYSHOLT ERHVERV

Lysholt Erhverv supplies via Lysholtparken the business environment for business value creation and
development in terms of visibility, required infrastructure and interesting opportunities for working
cross-functionally with other companies, educational institutions and public authorities. It focuses
on consultancy, food and health, social services,
technology, environment and energy and communication. Lysholtparken is a building focused on creating growth in innovative surroundings via close
collaboration and synergies between companies,
governments and educational institutions.
See more on www.lysholtparken.dk

>
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NAVICA

Navica focuses on building, developing and optimising production, logistics and administration in
companies in Denmark by creating more value
from available resources. The company’s approach
is based on lean principles and experiences and
has a strong focus on value delivery and reduction
of waste in processes and work methods. Navica’s
customers typically achieve a 20 to 30% greater
yield from their processes.
See more on www.navica.co

RADIJET

Radijet is a Danish company that develops gas turbine technology for electric cars. The technology is
a so-called range extender, which makes the electric car able to drive for longer distances without
needing to charge. This is possible because the
electric car can switch between different fuel types
such as hydrogen, natural gas and bio diesel.
See more on www.radijet.dk

SERENERGY

Serenergy is a leading manufacturer of HTPEMtechnical fuel cell modules, which convert methanol and hydrogen to electricity without CO2 emissions. The company develops, manufactures and
sells fuel cell tanks and fuel cell power modules
for system integrators, and provides cost-effective
and highly reliable systems used in a wide range
of markets and applications. Serenergy works
closely with leading suppliers of fuel cell related
components with the aim of providing competent
assistance for all aspects of the customer’s system
design process.
See more on www.serenergy.com

SIMSERVICE

SimService has a massive M2M (machine-to-machine communication) knowledge based on broad
insight and many years of experience. The company delivers first-class innovative solutions from
their in-house developed SaaS platform, which
provides flexible work tools and brings the supply
and administration of M2M services to a new level.
SimService makes effective and profitable solu
tions from the endless opportunities provided by
M2M technology functionality. The solutions meet
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all industrial standards and requirements.
See more on www.simservice.dk

SUCCESS CHARGING

Success Charging is a growing player in the rapidly
expanding sector of renewable energy and strives
to be a world leader within e-mobility. In short,
Success Charging’s vision is to become a global
market leader in electric car charging. This market consists of electric charging infrastructure and
services, which provide clean electricity to “green”
cars. Success Charging focuses on electric car
drivers all over the world and provides unique expertise within parking infrastructure and services.
See more on www.successcharging.dk

DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

The Danish Technological Institute develops, uses
and communicates research and technologybased knowledge to the Danish and international
business community. The institute also takes part
in development projects that benefit society, in
close collaboration with leading research and educational institutions in both Denmark and abroad.
More generally the Danish Technological Institute
focuses on innovation and competitivity, management and education, sustainable use of resources
and cost-efficiency in companies and society.
See more on www.teknologisk.dk

VIKINGEGAARDEN

Vikinggaarden is one of the market leaders within
concepts for web-based GPS, process industry,
automation and total solutions. The company is
known for its particularly innovative and userfriendly solutions, which benefit customers all over
the world. The company was founded by Ulrik Østergaard and its mission has always been to bring
ease of use to advanced solutions, which are now
developed in the web-based CMS system, VMS.
Vinkingegaarden quite simply focuses on creating
innovative and easy to use products.
See more on www.vikingegaarden.com

Smart grid the spine
of the electric car
story
NRGi is a strong player in Horsens´ electric car visions. The development of a smart grid cities with
intelligent energy consumption is crucial in this
transformation
One of the driving forces in the global electric
car story is that battery-run vehicles are a technology that can use ever greater quantities of power
from fluctuating sustainable energy sources such as
sun and wind power. The cars’ batteries can be used
as a sort of buffer layer, which can even out the differences in the area’s production and consumption
of electricity. In periods of high electricity production caused by strong winds or good sun conditions,
excess power can be stored in car batteries. Equally,
during periods of high electricity consumption, such
as peak periods in the area’s industrial production
or when the area’s residents return home from work
and switch on the oven and washing machine, the car
batteries can be sold as power returned to the grid.

If these opportunities are to be exploited, a long and
more complex monitoring and control of the national grid is required than is the case today. Both consumer and production patterns need to be monitored
continuously and more detailed than they are today.
Consumers and manufacturers also need to be able
to trade, use and produce power when most suitable.
NRGi is a strong player in Horsens´ electric car
visions. The company’s core activities within infrastructure and smart grid development, including the
development of software and new intelligent userinterfaces between consumers and the electric grid,
are based here. And Horsens is also the area where
smart grid technology first will be rolled out. “We
started by setting intelligent electronic meters up in
Horsens. We are just about to roll this out in Aarhus,”
says Søren Sørensen, CEO for NRGi. As an extension
of the so-called smart metres, NRGi’s infrastructure
centre in Horsens is working on developing applica-
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3.
FROM ELECTRIC CAR TO MONEY MACHINE
American company Nuvve’s new V2G solution for
electric cars consists of three components:

Elbiler forventes at indgå som et element i smart city konceptet, og det samme er så
naturligvis gældende for de ladestandere, der skal forsyne elbilerne med strøm.
NRGi arbejder på at indrette elnettet til den nye virkelighed. Der sker bl.a. ved at opsætte
AGGREGATOR
VEHICLE SMART LINK intelligente
(VSL)
elmålere overalt og ved at etablere el-ladestandere. Bilen på billedet er en
A den
server
cars
A small computer installed
in
the
electric
car,
Toyota plug in- el hybrid. Det betyder, at
laderthat
op fraconnects
elnettet, ogall
nårelectric
der ikke er
merein a given
area using
which can be remotestrøm
controlled
fromslår
a motoren
smart- automatisk
på batterierne,
til. Nuvve’s V2G system. The service gives

phone or PC. The owner sets the limits for the battery’s interaction with the grid. It could for example be a driving pattern and the battery’s capacity
at a given time. The computer keeps count and
displays how much power the battery has stored
and returns it to the grid.
ELECTRIC VEHICLE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT (EVSE)
An intelligent switch that controls the power both
in and out of the battery. It also provides information to the system about which grid services are
possible via the charger the car is connected to.
It also lets you know whether it is possible to send
power back
to the grid, and what the maximum charging and
discharging rates are for a given connection.

tions, services and software that can exploit the new
opportunities provided by the intelligent metres. It
is about smartphone-based monitoring and remote
controlled opportunities, so that the consumer can
start and stop electrical appliances in their home
from their phone.
An electric car is considered an appliance here,
which can both consume and supply power to the
grid. It provides quite specific opportunities between
the electric car and the grid. It is these opportunities
that NRGi has decided to pursue together with Insero and global American front runner Nuvve.
As well as close collaboration between NRGi
and Insero’s E-mobility cluster focusing on integration between electric cars and the grid, Insero has
also invested in the company DSE Airport Solutions
to strengthen smart grid development. DSE Airport
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Nuvve an overview of total energy capacity and
charging possibilities of the car. This quantity is offered to the power regulation market and can therefore be used to regulate teh frequency in the grid either up or down. According to Nuvve’s calculations, if
used optimally the individual electric car could earn
2,500 dollars a year by connecting to the system.
The solution has been developed over a period of
10 years by a 15 man team at the University of Delaware, under the management of Professor William
Kempton. The system has been tested over the last
three years in the university’s area with a set-up of
10 cars. The plan is to use Horsens as the first individual test market and as the basis for development
and sales to the European market.

Solutions develops high-tech control technology
for Danish airports and defence. The technology is
known as “mission critical” systems, which controls
the air traffic in airports by integrating data from
many different systems. According to board chairman of Insero and board member of NRGi, Ulrik
Kragh, this bears many similarities with the integration task required between the grid and electric
cars and the perspectives for optimising energy consumption in the energy sector through IT. “The skills
DSE Airport Solutions has within the airport area
are what we are now working on in the energy sector,” says Ulrik Kragh. Insero is therefore investing
on the addition of DSE Airport Solutions to energy
skills, with the aim of creating an IT company of employees highly skilled in smart grids.

NRGi

more than an energy company ...
We work hard every day to make
Denmark a more sustainable country to live in.

We want to make Denmark smarter.
Therefore, we are busy making...
The power grid smarter
The cities smarter
The houses smarter

We are among the leading
companies in Denmark when it
comes to installation of intelligent
electricity metres, solar cell
systems, heat pumps and the
development of mobility plans
for the Danish and European
cities and municipalities.

Learn more at www.nrgi.dk
or see more by scanning the icon
with your smartphone.

www.nrgi.dk
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When
sustainability is a
hole in the ground
Horsens is set to become an internationally leading competence
centre for geothermal heating, and the city’s university college
is, in collaboration with the district heating plant in Brædstrup,
developing a completely unique model which combines geothermal
heating with other renewable energy sources.

Water tubes buried deep underground can be
a source for heating as well as a place to store
excessive heat for colder times.
40

Renewable energy does not only refer to water, wind
and the sun. If you cast your eyes downwards you will
come across another energy source with great potential: Earth – and it requires neither volcanic islands
nor kilometre-deep boreholes to realise its potential.
Geothermal heating is just one venture where
Horsens is emerging as an international centre of
specialisation within the field of energy. They are not
the first to have discovered the potential of earth, but
in Horsens they are literally digging deeper.
VIA University College in Horsens has specialised in vertical geothermal wells, where the traditional method has been to place a horizontal installation down in the ground. The vertical wells mean that
the geothermal system can be installed in areas with
limited space in densely populated areas. At the same
time the vertical wells give greater reliability, explains
Lotte Thøgersen, who is in charge of the Knowledge
Centre for Energy and Construction and has a focus
on geothermal heating and energy storage.
“The reason is that the temperature is more con-

stant when you dig deeper than with horizontal
installations. Horizontal wells depend a great deal
on whether the sun is shining or whether there’s a
frost,” she says.
VIA’s wells reach depths of approximately 100
metres where the temperature remains stable at 1012 degrees. The system pumps water containing an
antifreeze solution through a closed system between
the bottom of the well and a heat pump at the surface.
The heat pump transfers the heat to the water that is
used in the building and at the same time increases
the temperature to the desired level.
“You could say that 10 degrees isn’t very much,
but it’s better than starting from zero. The good thing
about a heat pump is that if you’re paying for 1 kW of
power, the heat pump is so effective that you’re really
getting 3-4 kW out of it,” Thøgersen says.
OLD SKILLS COME TO LIFE
The project started in 2009, a year after the government at the time had established a Climate Com-
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Applied research at
work: VIA have used
their competence
within geotechnical engineering and
construction to integrate ground source
heating systems into
foundation pillars.

mission which was to examine how Denmark could
become independent of fossil fuels. The University
College of Engineering in Horsens, which is now a
part of VIA, has for many years had a specialist competence in the field of geotechnical engineering and
construction work. Therefore, in consultation with
local politicians and business people, they decided
to look at how knowledge about foundations and soil
conditions could be applied to the context of sustainable energy.
“This project has come out of interest shown
from the municipality’s side, from obtaining capital
from the foundation Insero, and because we had a
good reputation and some employees who wanted to
work within this field,” Thøgersen says.
The technology has many possibilities for application, and the next step is to research how the
knowledge acquired about geothermal heating can
be used in connection with other renewable energy
solutions – because earth can also be used for heat
storage. Heat from a solar thermal collector – not to
be confused with solar cells – can thus be stored in
the existing geothermal drilling and retrieved when
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it’s needed. And if the heat pump is powered by solar
cells on the roof, the system is then completely selfdriven without using external energy.
VIA is developing this model on a large scale
in collaboration with the nearby Brædstrup District
Heating 20 kilometres northwest of the city. The district heating plant has 18,600 km2 of solar thermal
collectors, and the heated water that is produced can
either be run directly to the consumers, if needed, or
be sent down into a geothermal storage system consisting of 48 drill holes at 45 metres in depth. The
heat can be stored in these holes for six months, so
the summer’s heat surplus can be used in winter.
ONE PART OF A WHOLE
VIA is working on a smaller scale with the Insero
foundation on the project “Sunwell” – the solar well
– where the aim is to create a complete solution for
the average house – that is a solar collector for heating, geothermal wells for heat storage and solar cells
that produce the power used in the system.
This kind of process obviously requires extensive control systems, so the development of the project is being carried out in close cooperation with
VIA’s Information and Communication Technology engineers, who have a good grasp of the computer technology and communication techniques
that are needed.
“The purpose is to connect the individual components and turn them into a single functional and
viable system,” Thøgersen says.
In general she sees VIA’s development activities
as one piece among many others in a big puzzle that
must be completed in accordance with the government’s recent energy agreement. The government’s
goal, among others, is that 100 percent of Denmark’s
electricity and heating will come from renewable energy sources in 2035.
“It isn’t because we don’t think that wind turbines are a good idea. We just believe that in 2035
our energy system will consist of many different
components. And geothermal heating and solar collectors can be components, just like wind turbines
and solar cells are. So it isn’t about focusing on just
one solution, but on a combination of solutions,”
Thøgersen says.

•
•

Traffic center in northern Europe

Being home of one of Jutland´s largest traffic centres, Horsens is a logistically considerable location for export

Home to innovative projects and industries

Focusing on innovation, Horsens is home to one of the fastest growing entrepreneurial environments in Denmark

•

International study environment

•

Cultural powerhouse

Schools with students from around the globe, makes Horsens a dynamic and innovative place to start your own business
Horsens is a cultural centre, hosting and cultivating international concerts, festivals and art

CONTACT

WWW.HORSENS.DK

WWW.BUSINESSHORSENS.DK

VIA is the propeller
of knowledge in
Horsens’ growth
engine
Horsens is lagging behind in the knowledge race and the city doesn’t
have a university, but it is set to modernise the education system’s
entire food chain to support its ambition of gaining a leading position
in green economics and sustainable technology.

Converting to a green and sustainable economy demands new knowledge, not to mention new suggestions as to how existing knowledge can be combined
and developed into commercially viable products
and solutions. In this respect VIA University College
in Horsens plays a crucial role. If Horsens’ vision to
establish itself as a leading centre of competence in
sustainable energy and IT is to be realised, not only
does the local population need to be educated better, it is essential that the city is also able to attract
new blood and new ideas from abroad. This is a task
VIA is committed to, as its efforts are focused on supporting and continually expanding its international
learning environment in order to exchange and locally develop knowledge.
VIA is strongly established in Horsens with a
campus which has 3,500 students, half of whom come
from other countries. This has made the institution a

cornerstone in an education strategy to turn Horsens’ lag in higher education into a leading position
in technology and energy in the coming years. At the
same time the municipality is working in detail on
leveraging the entire food chain in the education system, from primary school upwards, in order to keep
the students in the education system longer.
“We are lagging behind and we are trying to
increase the number of lessons in primary school and
whole day schooling to put some initiatives in place,
which we would soon like to start reaping some rewards from,” says the city’s newly appointed mayor,
Peter Sørensen.
The challenge is significant, because Horsens
does not have a university that pioneers research
projects or large companies with extensive development programs. But the city has a strong tradition for
production and practical-oriented engineering and

Students from VIA are welcoming the British
Prince Charles’ during his visit to VBI Park.
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commerce courses. This is the foundation VIA wants
to build on through a unique concept – a concept
which puts less focus on fundamental research and
more on developing existing research further and assembling the pieces into complete solutions.
The first step was taken
in 2001, when a number of
technical secondary schools
and higher education proCOMPANIES
grams in Horsens, including
the Engineering University
College, merged to form the
collective education centre
Vitus Bering Danmark. Its
CAPITAL
name came from the fellowtownsman, explorer Vitus
Bering, who sailed through
– and has since given his
name to – Bering Strait between North America and
Russia in 1728. In 2008 Vitus Bering Danmark became
part of the university college
VIA, which is Denmark’s largest with 17,000 students in total situated across seven campuses. As
VIA’s centre for technical and commercial courses,
Horsens Campus is now the knowledge propeller
in the engine that will drive mobility and change
in Horsens through the development of sustainable
energy solutions. And with 19 different education
programmes VIA has many competences on board.
ONE STRATEGY – COUNTLESS POSSIBILITIES
The key term at VIA is applied research. Knowing
that the college cannot compete with the universities’
research activities, it focuses on what comes after the
fundamental research.
“Imagine a timeline where you have fundamental research at one end which then goes through
demonstration and development and ends at the finished product. We don’t lie at the fundamental research stage, but come in at the demonstration and
development phase before getting to the product,”
Lotte Thøgersen, who is the development manager
of Geotechnical Engineering and the Environment
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in the Engineering and Construction program at
VIA, explains.
Long before it, through mergers, became known as
Vitus Bering Danmark and later VIA, the engineering university college in Horsens strengthened its skills
in geotechnical engineering
and construction. These skills
have now been put into action, and its geothermal well
projects in particular have developed into an area where it
NETWORK
has, with great success, managed to link a strong proficiency relating to the soil with
a strategy for sustainability.
Konstantin
Lassithiotakis,
director
of
the
technical and
KNOWLEDGE
commerce courses at VIA,
describes geothermal wells
as one of several lighthouses
that can draw attention to the
skills and development programs that Horsens offers.
“Something that has been taking place in Horsens for several years is a venture in the building sector and particularly within the construction of buildings. The term “the Horsens Engineer” has existed
for several decades and it covers both construction
engineers and construction managers who specialise in foundations. So there has been a long tradition
within geotechnical engineering and that which is
found under the base. This is the background behind
our core competence in geothermal heating,” he says.
While hard work is being done to develop the
geothermal wells’ potential, for VIA it is only one example of what the strategy in Horsens can achieve.
The goal is for Horsens to be known in the future in
the field of geothermal heating, as well as other areas,
for having an integrated solution focus. Horsens is
not the place in which fundamental research is being
carried out, but it is at Horsens and VIA that where
solutions are being bound together into something
commercially viable. Right now, for example, this
involves linking geothermal wells with an intelligent
control of power within a building, but the strategy

A flourishing educational environment is essential in the Horsens’ growth strategy.

can be applied anywhere, Jonna Pedersen, research
and development manager at VIA, explains.
“It is about taking those areas in which we at
VIA have particular skills related to social challenges that demand solutions and matching them with
working partners and funding opportunities. These
things should complement each other to create an
inspiring collaboration around geothermal heating,” she says.
DEVELOPMENT IN COLLABORATION WITH
INDUSTRY
To make VIA’s research and development programs
as practical and commercially attractive as possible,
the college has a focus on involving the industry in
its educational and research activities. They have
supported this physically by gathering knowledge,
capital, networks and companies in the same geographic region. This cluster concept can be found in

many places, but in Vitus Bering Innovation Park
(VBI Park), as Horsens’ version is called, they have
extended the cluster concept to cover more than just
the range of companies that lie side by side in regard
to knowledge sharing and strategic collaboration.
VBI Park focuses just as much on knowledge development, by which companies develop and improve
products and solutions in a continuous collaboration with VIA’s courses. The park is therefore situated right next to VIA as it houses the foundation
Insero and Horsens Business and Innovation Centre.
Together these three pillars will make the VBI Park
attractive to industry professionals.
“VIA is providing the knowledge, Insero is providing the capital and the Horsens Business and Innovation Centre is providing a network that channels
through to politicians and other companies outside,”
says Jesper Bach, who is the director of VBI Park.
At present the park has 41 spaces for new as well as
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EmaZys Technologies ApS har udviklet en
teknologi, som overvåger solcelleanlæg og optimerer ydeevnen. Insero investerede i EmaZys
i april 2012.

established businesses. To have VIA as a neighbour VIA University College has, its advantage could be
is a huge asset to many of the companies, and this is that some of them will choose to stay in Horsens, or
not just a theoretical assumption. Bach continually that they will maintain their contact with Denmark
documents how each thread of the park’s network and Horsens in their own countries if they decide to
is interconnected with a so-called relations map for return home.
every company. With this he can roughly see how the
“This way we can keep our grasp on the knowlcompanies choose to cooperate with each other and edge these international students attain. They know
precisely how they integrate with the different aca- the Danish mentality and culture, and they know
demic environments at VIA.
Horsens especially. It will be of benefit to the compa“There’s no doubt that, regardless of whether nies in our city in the future that a great number of
it is an entrepreneurial company or a more estab- students around the world know us,” Sørensen says.
lished company, the companies really enjoy and
“In this way we can protect ourselves better
benefit from working with unbiased young people, against globalisation, but it is also essential for us to
particularly from the international environment, lift the level of education available in Horsens,” he says.
who question seemingly simple things. It enables
An ongoing effort is therefore being made to
the companies to reflect on
link the primary school closer
these things and adjust their
to the higher education opapproaches
accordingly,”
portunities offered at VIA. So
The benefits go both ways. far this has involved arrangeBach says.
The benefits go both
Suddenly, many students ments like the First Lego
ways. Suddenly, many students
League, where 450 students
seeking internships have from Horsens took part in a
seeking internships have found
that they do not need to look
whole-day innovation event
found that they do not
further than one of the interrobot technology in Noneed to look further than on
ested companies situated only
vember.
one of the interested
a couple of minutes away from
“This is something that
their classrooms. This also
really strengthens the bonds
companies situated only between the primary school
means that 90 percent of the
a couple of minutes away students, teachers and, in turn,
VIA technical and commerce
students’ final projects are carVIA. The students at VIA also
from their classrooms.
ried out in connection with exget something out of it in relaternal businesses.
tion to learning and teaching,”
“VBI Park gives the students a very good feel says Sørensen, who sees this collaboration as a typifor what is happening in the industry and gives cal example of the Horsens’ community’s willingness
them experience in working with companies,” Las- to contribute to making their city sustainable – enersithiotakis says.
gy-wise, economically and socially.
“It’s a long, hard haul, but one that we are ready
A LOCAL BOOST WITH INTERNATIONAL
to take on together,
PERSPECTIVES
With the knowledge centres at VIA, capital from
Insero and a good cooperation with the industry,
Mayor Peter Sørensen hopes that Horsens can turn
globalisation from being a problem in the form of
fierce competition in the manufacturing industry to
becoming one of the city’s strengths. If Horsens manages to utilise the international student environment

-
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Monday Morning is Scandinavia’s leading independent think tank. Our main
objective is to enable decision-makers to navigate successfully in an increasingly fragmented and competitive global society. Monday Morning publishes numerous publications- including a weekly magazine- and facilitates
initiatives on welfare and sustainability. We are dedicated to innovate society
through communication.
Our initiatives are co-developed with companies, policy makers, universities,
and the media, at the highest international level – including General Electric,
Maersk, Masdar, Vestas, Dong Energy, Novozymes, Coca Cola, DNV, Microsoft, UC Berkeley, CNBC, International Herald Tribune, Financial Times,
R20, IPCC, UN Global Compact and the UN.
Monday Morning was founded in 1989 and based in Copenhagen, Denmark.
MANDAG MORGEN
Valkendorfsgade 13
DK-1009 København K
Tlf.: 33 93 93 23
Web: www.mm.dk
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We invest in sustainable growth
and development

The Insero Foundation is a private equity
that invests in new promising enterprises,
projects and innovative research within the
fields of energy and ICT. Our aim is to create
sustainable growth and development in our
local region in the Eastern part of Denmark,
around Horsens and Vejle.

Venture capital,
network and consultancy
In order to generate growth we offer venture capital, access to attractive networks,
clusters and consultancy services such as
project fundraising. We focus on five niche
areas within energy and ICT, because they
have particular growth potential and the
integration between them is valuable.

We also invest in local education activities within the fields of science and
innovation to strengthen the interest and qualifications of our future generations.

Visit us at www.insero.dk

Five areas of interest
• E-mobility such as electric vehicles
• ICT in energy
• Geothermal energy
• Energy in buildings
• Sustainable energy

